
ON PSEUDO MANIFOLD WITH (fr, g)-STRUCTURE. 

By Y ongbai Baik 

Yano [4] introduced the concept of I-structure satisfying /3 +1=0 on an 

n-dimensional differentiable manifold, and the author inverstigated integrability 

çonditions from the global view point. 

The I-structure may be regarded as a generalization of the almost complex 

.structure and almost contact structure. Later on Kodo [1] has defined a normal 

(Ir, g) -structure and inverstigated such an infinitestimal transformation vh of 

a differentiable manifold with I-structure as leaves the structure tensor Ij 
invariant. 

ln the preset paper, we shall define a pseudo-manifold with (f:γ， g) structure 

and prcv3 some identities valid in this manifold. 

Furthmore, we define a 천-inv: riant vector which is a generalization of a 

analytic vector in almost complex spaces, and deduce some theorems in pseudo 

manifold with (fr, g)-structure. 

~ 1. Indroduction. 

We consider an n-dimensional differentiable manifold of class C∞ covered by 

a system of coordinate neighborhood {x깐， and a tensor field 1/' of type 0 ,1) 

and of class C∞ satisfying 

(1. 1) I/I/Ish+ 1/=0. (i, h, S, t, ...•.. = 1, 2, ...... , n) 

For a tensor Ijh satisfying (1. 1) the operators 

(1. 2) 단=-￡t껴h and mf=-l，h+δ，.k 

applied to the tangent space at a point of the manifold are complementary 

projection operators. Thus if there is given a tensor Ijh satisfying (1. 1), there 

exist complementary dístríbutions L and M corresponding to the projection 

operators ljh and m/ respectively. lf the rank of I is r, then we call such a 

structure an Istructure of rank r (r르 n) ， in this case the dimensions of L and 

M are r and n-r respectively. 

For 1/ satisfying (1.1) and 1/, mjh defined by (1. 2) , we have 
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(1. 3) 
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l,tff=f‘ [h=f j
h , 

m!…h _ •.. h lmjm, =mj , 

l/lth =l;h , 

껴써th = ltt?%th = o. 

If the rank of f is n, then 상=δ/ and m/=O, so that, we find that the f

structure of rank n is an almost complex structure. And if the rank of f is. 

n-l , then the distribution M is one dimensionaI and 껴 should have the form: 

(1. 4) m;=f꺼. 

where f' and 지 are contravariant and covariant vector respectively. From the 

relations (1. 2) we have 

(1. 5) 지f꺼~'=-fJ+f껴· 

Therefore, we find that the f- structure of rank n-l is an almost contact 

structure defined by Sasaki [4]. 

It is well known [6] that a manifold with f-structure of rank r always 

admits a positive definite Riemannian metric tensor [J ji such that 

(1. 6) 진f싫s=[Jji-mji' where %Z =mtG ji-"'j I:J ti’ 

from which we see that the tensor mjj is a symmetric one. 

If an f-structure of rank r admits a positive definite Riemannian 

defined by (1. 6) , then we shall caII the structure an (fr, [J )-structure. 

Next, operating Y'j to (1. 1) , we find 

(1. 7) 까~fShY'/f + fff:Y'/ts+ f!f/ Y'/Sh + Y'/;h =0, 

metric 

where Y'j denotes the operator of covariant derivative with respect to the Rie

mannian connection formed with [Jj;' and tensor fj;=f/ [Jli is a skew-symmetric 

one [1]. 

Applying Y' h to (1 .6) , we have 

(1. 8) Y'h’nji+ fjtτhfl +피tY'hf/=O. 

From (1. 3) and (1. 7) , we find [2] 

(1. 9) f/ltY'/ts = l/fhsY';.지s. 

By virtue of (1. 2) and (1. 8) , we have 

(1. 10) ’?tt1
，，Zs’τhmi;=O. 
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~ 2. Pseudo.manifold with (fr， g)-stru야ure. 

In a manifold with (fr,g)-structure, if its structure tensor f;" satisfies 

(2. 1) N?t三tJv파h-치"V//- ("V /!-"V;lj)flh=α 
and 

(2. 2) Fjih三'1jJ괜+'1jf"i + '1hfjj=O, 

(2. 3) λ4jih르t7Imih+?imhj+t7hmji=0， 

where N;i is the Nijer뻐is tensot for the strtlcture tensor fj h defined by Yano

[4J , then we shall call the manifold a pseudo-manifold with Cfr, g)-structure. 
Transvecting (2~ 1) with m;, we have 

상fih(?Imf-?hmlk) =0, 

which is equivalent to 

(2. 4) l.h /o , ___ k 
ljl/' C'양1m;; - "V hml") = O. 

Thus, if the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes, then the distribution L is integrable、

[4J. 
Next, the Nijenhuis tensor can be written as 

Njjh드NJjgkh=fjFlih-f!Fμh+?，·mhj-?jmih-?hmji-2껴f"V J j /. 

Using of (2. 1) and (2.2) , we get 

(2. 5) '1 jmhj- "V jmjh- '1hmji=2f!'1hfjl' 

Transvection (2.5) with 써썩 

(2. 6) %ti캔(?imf-?jmf)=0. 

This. equation shows that the distribution M is integrable [IJ. Thus we have‘ 

THEOREM 1. In a pseμdo-ma써fold with Cfr, g)-strμcture， the distributioηs L. 

aηd M are integrable. 
From (2. 3) and (2. 5), we get 

(2. η ?imhi =지!"V Jjl" 

Since the tensor mhj is symmetric in h and j , we find ‘ 
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(2. 8) 지l\Jkfjl- f/ \Jjfhl=. 

taking account of (2, 2) , we get 

(2 .. 9) j;l?lfjh = o, 
which is equivalent .to 

(2.10) lf?파h=O. 

Transvecting (2.9) with 잖， using of (2. 7) we get 

fil?k??Zlj= 0, 

irom which taking account of (1. 3) , we have 

(2.11) 썩\J kfa=O. 

From (2. 2) , we find 

mJ?파k=O， 

which is equivatent to 

(2. 12) 싸?펴h=O. 

From (2.10) and (2.12) , we have 

(2. 13) 'i';fjh=O. 

Conversely, if, in a manifold with (fr, g)-structure, (2.13) holds good, then 

we get N.j.,=O, Fjih=O and Mjjh=O, which shows that the manifold is a 

pseudo-manifold. Thus we ha‘ e 

THEOREM 2. A necessary and sμfficient condition the manifold with (fγ， g)
.structμre is pseμdo-manifold is that (2.13) holds good. 

In a manifold ",i.h (fr , g)-structun3, if affine connection J파 satisfies 

(2. 14) 'i';ljk=åj지k-fakr;-자aF앓=0， 

then we shall call the affine symmetic connection rjk is an f-connection de

fined by Yano. 

Thus we have 

THEOREM 3. In a pseudo-manifold with (fr， g)-strμctμre， an affine symmet1’상 

.connection rjk is an f-connection. 
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~ 3, Curvatures. 

1n this section, we shaIl assume wc are in a pseudo-manifold with . (fr , g)
structure. 

Let Kh/ be the Ricmannian curvature tensor, and we put 

(3. 1) K;~=K，./. 
1’ ‘JI ’ 

K=gJ’Kj;’ Khji/=Khjr gm/’ 

(3. 2) Hji=fJhKhjiI’ H=-f”Hji· 

Applying the Ricci formulae to 상， we have the foIlowing identities which 

are valid in a pseudo-manifold 

(3. 3) \7 k \7 jf;h - \7 j\7 kf/ =K k/ f/ - Kkj/f1
h• 

Taking account of (2.13) , wc get 

(3. 4) Kkj/ f/-Kkj/f/=O. 

Trar S lecting (3. 4) wi th gJ' , we get 

jl":" 1 Kl상= Kkjl상 =τ (Kkjlh-Kkljh)F·l, 

from which we have 

(3. 5) Klf1h=-웅Kjl따jl. 

From (3. 2) , we get 

(3. 6) Kl꺼h=-Hkh• 
Since the tensor H kh is a skew symmetric in k and h, we get 

(3. η KJflh =Kff$. 

Transvecting (3.6) with r h, we have 

(3. 8) K-H=mkhKkh· 

Next, we consider a pseudo-manifold of positive constant curvature, in this 

case the Riemannian curvature tensor takcs the form; 

(3. 9) Khj，칸 짜표뉴 (g껴gj;-gjlghj)' 

‘ 
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Transvecting (3. 7) with lh, we get 

(3.10) Xh·=똥와i’ 
from which we have 

，원’획?i=」 %gK; 

Taking a ccount 어(3.8) ， wc have 

(3.11) K-H= 1 m~K. 
” “ 

Transvecting (3. 9) with f h1 ti’ and using of f h1fjiUh1Uji=O, we have 

(3.12) 없τ쯤1\ 1:. n(n- 1) "0 

which is equivalent to 
,0 

(3.13) K-H=K( 1-/-뜨 11'\ b 

From (3.10) and (3.12) , we have 

(3.14) 仁주K( 1-
n-l 

a 
ηz a 

% 
=0. 

Since the relation m:~n， we have K =0, (tt>2). Thus we have 

THEOREM 4. In a pseudo-mamjold with (fr, u)-strμcture， there does ηot exist 

a manifold of non-zero constaηt cμrvatμ:re. 

~ 4. 씬 -invariant-

In this section, we shall consider in a pseudo-manifold with (fr, U) -structure 

a vector field vh satisfying 

(4. 1) .ßt죄 三-져I?IUi+죄'\ljVI =0, 

where .ßv denotes the Lie derivative with respect to an infirtitesimal trans‘ 

formation vh, then we shall call the vcctor field vh is 강페variant. From (I~ 
2) , we easily get 

(4. 2) ￡“m ’ =0. 
- J 

And the following identities are welI known: 

(4. 3) ￡vτ펴 -'\lh5!，펴 =f;￡v{&} -ff￡l，{↓}. 
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(4. 4) .ßv{짜섣융/'['Vh.ß.νg반'V /.ßvfl h('-- 'V Av fI hj]' 

In this manifold, by virtue of (2. 13) , we have 

tj.ßv{파}-죄.ev{↓}=o. 
Contracting for i and h, we get 

(4. 5) fj￡펴 

On the other hand, from (4.2) we have 

(4. 6) ’ηm사j￡U녀펴{~깜l사}-→，η써? 

Substituting (4.4) in (4.5) and (4.6) respectively, we obtain 

(4. 7) 

(4. 8) 써lS('V，.ßvflts) -mtS('Vj.ßνflts) =0. 

1n an n-dimensional Riemannian space, if a vector fied 까 sa tisfies each of 

the following conditions: 

(4. 9) .ßvflji三171까· + ?iUi =0, 

(4.10) ￡νflji르〈71u， + ‘~;Vj=2Øflji’ 

(4.11) .ßv{þ三'Vj'VjVh +Kjik V' =δj뱉난산ψj· 

then it is called a Killing vector, 

Killing vector, respectively, where 

a conformal Killing vector and a projective 

ø=웅'V，v'， 1[1';= 갚1 'Vj'V/νl. 

표 a conformal Killing vector 낌 is a t the same time 강피lVariant， then s히su 
st디itu따It히ing (4.10) in (4.7) and (4.8) respectively, we find 

(4.12) f생/=0， 

and 

(4.13) %mJ￠l-mf씨=0. (n>2) 

(4. 12) is equivalent to 

(4.14) l쇄/=0. 

From (4.12) and (4.13) and by virtue of (1. 2), we have 
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1-웅m!)와=0， 
from which we have 

(4.15) 와=0， 

which is equivalent to 

(4.16) ?jt7lUl=0. 

As the manifold is compact, using the Green’s theorem, we deduce 

(4.17) t7lZ,l=o. 

Thus we have 

THEOREM 5. In a compact pseudo-manifold with (fr, g)-structure, a conformal 
Killiηg vector vh μ*z·ck ad??ttts ff.-hzzyardra?zt z-s a kt·flitzg z,ector-

For a projective Killing vector vh which is at the same time 강 -invariant, 
substituting (4.11) in (4.5) and (4.6) respectively, we get V'iV'/v1=0, therefore, 

as the space is compact, we have 'V /v1=0, that is, the vector becomes a Kill

mg one. 

Thus we have 

THEOREM 6. 1 n a 

c#νe K illing vector νk 
compact pseudo manifold μlith (!:γ， g)-structμre， a proje-
μIhich admits fj-invar싫nt is a Killing vector. 

Next, applying 'Vk to (4.1) anp transvecting with li, we get 

돼kjV'잡1U-융fkjCV'집p’→j?kUi) =o, 

f~ljV'k'Vj←웅fkjKkjli z,l =o. 

From (3.5) and (3.7) , we have 

C 4.18) 감cljV'섭/+Kjvi) =0. 

which is equivalent to 

C 4. 19) l/cljV' k V'jνl + Kjuj) = o. 

Now, if a contravariant vector field 야 is orthogonal to the distribution M. 

then we have 

C4.20) m#l=0. 
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Applying the Ricci formula to m/ and taking account of (2.13) , we have 

(4.21) Kk까?깐Kkjtlmf=0， 

transvecting (4.21) with rl' , ìVe get 

(4.22) Kim/==Kk/mjl, 

since the tensor mjl is a symmetric in j and 1, we have 

(4.23) K !m ,h==K,hm! 
k"ι 1 -U[ ’“k 

From (4.20) and (4.23) , we have 

(4.24) 써(gkj알?껴 +KJu1) =o. 

From (4. 19) and (4.24) , we find 

(4.25) gkj?k?1 + Kjuj = o. 

Thus we have 
THEOREM 7. In a compact orieηtable pseμdo manifold with (fr, g)-structμre， 

if aη f} -invariant νect01’ fi깅d vh a뼈zits m/v1=0 and '\l/=O , then it is a KilI

mg vector. 

~ 5. IntegraI formulae 

Now, in a compact pseudo manifold with (지， g) -structure, we shaIl obtain. 

a necessary and sufficient condition that a contravariant vector field ν’ is f

invariant, For f-invariant vector v’, we have 

(5.1) 지*jνI-fjl?lUt=o. 

Operating τk to the Iast equation, we get 

자it7k?jν[-f/、7k'\l[νi = o. 

Transvecting this equation with !lj , we find 

(5.2) f닭j?k?FI--융f찌(\7윤lUZ -?짧.) =o. 

Applying the Ricci formula to 상， we have the foIIowing identities which are‘ 

vaIid in this manifold; 

(5. 3) \7 k '\l[v' ‘ '\l[ '\l kV' = K kr/ V' 
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From (3. 5) and (5. 3), (5. 2) becomes 

(5. 4) F-(gkj?k?jUI + Kjiui) = o, 

which is equivalent to 

(5.5) 1/ (gzjγk?lul + Kj.uj) = 0. 

This equation is a necessary condition for a vector v' to be f-invariant. 
Next, we shall get a sufficient condition, For a contravariant vector 상， if we 

’ put 

Tji三(판 Il)gaj=-상τ，Vj-f/'ÿ',vj, 

then we have 

(5.6) 웅T2=(인ψ?ju’)-강~fr('ÿ'，싸) (?jν’)-융싹'{('ÿ'lνi) (τIVi) + 

(\7jV,) (τiνt)} 

‘ and 

(5. 7) ?j(TjI지l상) = ('ÿ'jνi)('ÿ'ii)-져'fr('ÿ'IVm) (\7jv
i
) 

-1ημ\7iν1) ('ÿ'’-νt) + lf(gkjt7k<7jUl+ Kjlz,j) Ui· 

From (5. 6) and (5. 7), we get 

(5.8) 울T2-?j〔깐l감상) = -lli(닭l\7k합I+K씻)깐 

-융m/{('ÿ'，v;) ('ÿ'tν’)-(함'/) ('ÿ' j vt
) }. 

on the other hand, for a contravariant vector V’. we have 

l. ; __ i I U~ i ( j _.1 
(5.9) .ß m/三-m/\7/v' +mr'\7tv‘, 

from which we find 

(5. 10) ￡ mf(t7%·) = -mtl{(?l깐) ('ÿ'ti) - (\7jv/) (\7ivt)}. 

If we put 

Uii=썩(\7tVj). Vji=m/(Y'iVt)' 

~then we have 

(5.11) U2=싹('ÿ'/Vi) (\7펀• VZ=쩌(\7j깐)(γiJ). 

:From (5.10) and (5.11). the equation (5.8) may be written 
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(5.12) 융T2-τj(TjI Elu,-) = -lf(없j?k?jνI + KJui)νi -융(U2-P). 

‘Hence, applying the Green’s theorem, we have 

LEMMA 1. 1 n a com pact pseαdo ma껴fold with Cfr’ 
g)-strμctμre， the integ. 

;γal formula 

(5.13) 1~" 1 강T2+τ(U2_P) +1/(앙j?k?jUl+KjνJ) vi fdlσ=0 

is valid lor aηy vector field t v , 

‘ ma%jmld M ,z, a%d Tjt = (F져l)gli’ 

From this lemma, we have 

where du means the volume 

Uj， =ηz석t깐， V-=m??ν. jt-U"'j ViV/ 

element 01 the 

THEOREM 7 • In a compact pseudo ’nanifold with Cf, g)-strμctμre， a necessary 
. and sμ:ffiâent condz'tion 

.that it satislies 

that a contravariant vector v’ is f-inνaγiant 

1!(ljV'섭IUi+Kju1)=O a뼈 U2= V2. 

vector zs 

Now, If a contravariant vector v’ is orthogonal to the distribution M, that is, 

(5.14) ??tlt Zll = o. 

’Operating 양’j to the last equation, we get 

m/V'jνI = o, 

..from which we have Vjj=O. 

On the other hand, transvecting (3. 7) with 짜， we find 

(5.15) Kjm;=K;mj. 

From (5.14) and (5.15) , we get 

(5. 16) mμ닭j?k?jνI+K씻)=α 

from which we have 

(5.17) lf(닭j?k?jν1 + Kjvj) =닭j?잡jUi+Kjui 

by virtue of (1. 2). 
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Thus we have 

LEMMA 2. I n a compact pseudo manifold with (fr' g) -structure, the integra l" 

formula 

(5. 18) Mnl 융T2+ 웅U2+(닭"'Vk'V/+ 휩νj)ν;) d(J= O. 

is valid for any vector field ν’ which is orthogonal to the distribution M , where. 

d (J means the volμme element of the man찌ld Mn' and 

T1,= (￡상)와， Uji = m/('Vt깐). 

From this lemma, we have 

THEOREM 8. In a compact pseudo man낀'old ψth (f" g) -strμcture， a necessary 

and sufjz"cient condition that a contravariant νector ν’ μIhich is orthogonal to thp, 

distribι#0η M is f-invariant is that 

rI''Vι'V，ν’ +K ?녕=0. o " R "J- . -- J 

From this theorem, we have 

THEOREM 9. [n a compact orieηtable pseμdo ma1Zifold 뻐th (fr' g) -strμctμyι 

a necessar y and sκ댐cient condition that f-invariant vector v' which is orthogonal 

to the distribution M is a Killing vector is that it satisfies 'V/=O. 

6. Pseudo Einstein manifold. 

In this section, we shall consider a compact pseudo Einstein manifold with 

( 져， g)-structure and give a theorem of f- invariant vector v’. This theorem 

corresponds to Matsushima’s theorem in a compact Einstein Kaehlerian space. 

Now, we shall consider a contarvariant vector 상 satisfying 

래
 

z” 
ν
 

ln m 
.
때
 

nu --
웰v
 빼
 

Ffi e w 뼈
 빼
 

( 

m fI 
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(6.2) ?r?rνh+ Krhν'=0 

by virtue of (5.19). 

As M n is an Einstein manifold, it holds that 

(6.3) 

where c~O. 

Kj,=cgj,, K c= . n . 

Inthis case. (6.2) may be written the following 

(5.4) \7'\7,tf+cJ'=O. 

Operating \7 h in the last equation, we have 

(6.5) \7'\7，(\7hνh) + 2c(\7 hVh) = o. 

If we put 

(6.6) Ø= V'hνh 

then te equation (6. 5) is written as 

(εη \7'\7껴 +2cØ=O. 

If a scalar function ø is a solution of (6.7), the equation 

(6.8) τ7r?7t7패 +c\7패 =0 

27 

is valid for an f-invariant vector v' in this manifold. Hence the gradient \7 ;1 .of 

ø fOr an f-invariant vector 상 is also f-invariant vector. 

Now. we put 

(6.9) ph=vh+τ곰τhø， 

then the vector ph is an f-invariant vector. 

Operating V' h to the equation (6.9) and taking account of (6. η， we have 

(6.10) t7hph=o. 

from (6. 4) and (6. 8) , we get 

(6.11) \7'\7rph+ K ,hpr =0. 
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땐ence the vector ph is a KilIing vector. 

Neot. we put 

(6. 12) qh=상[운해L 

then we find 

(6. 13) mi안=0. 

Hence the vector l is an f-invariant and orthogonaI to the distribution M. 

‘Operating V'h to the equation (6.12). we have [η 

(6.14) "Vhl=o. 

Hence. by the theorem 9. the vector qh is a -KilIing vector. 

From (6.9). we have 

(6.1딩 νh=ph_τ끈τhø. 

Transvecting this equation with 1 h' and taking account of (1.2) and (6. 12). we 

get 

“ -m;ν
h=l샤h+ 다，il. 

From the second term of (6. 1). the Iast equation may be written as 

(6.16) “ = 1 hil + fhil. 

where ph and qh are KiIIing vectors. 

lf an f-invariant vector v'’ which is orthogonaI to the distribution M is repre

sented in the foIIowing difference form; 

(6.1η ui= lh’p，h+자'q껴. 

From (6. 16) and (6. 1η. we have 

lhiφh_p，h) +자'(g"-g씬 =0. 

Transvecting the Iast equation with 지.1. we have 

(6.18) 다，/ (ph_ p'앙 - (ql-￠I) =o 
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by virtue of (6.1용. 

ûperat:fng "\l, tlle equatíön (6. 18) and taking account of (6.14), we find 

(6.19) f/'V ,(ph - p'잉 =0, 

frorn which we have 

(6.23) ph=p씬 

From (6. 18) and (6.20) , we have 

(6.21) t!슴 q'h. 

Thus we have 

THEûREM 10. In a- compact pseudo Einstein manifold with (f",g)-structure, 

an f-invariant vector v’ which is orthogonal to the distribution M is μηiqμely 

represeηted in the form; 

1삼 lhiph+자iqh， 

where ph and t! are Killing vectors 

• 
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